A Novel Descriptor for Pedestrian Detection in Video Sequences
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel Texture-Edge Descriptor, TED, for background modeling and pedestrian detection in video sequences which models texture and edge information of each image block simultaneously. Each block is modeled as a group of adaptive TED histograms that are calculated for pixels of the block over a rectangular neighborhood. TED is an 8-bit binary code which is independent of the neighborhood size. Experimental results over real-world sequences from PETS database clearly show that TED outperforms LBP.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pedestrian detection is one of the most challenging tasks in surveillance systems. The output of pedestrian detection can be the input of higher level processes such as pedestrian tracking [1, 2]. Pedestrian detection with a single fixed camera usually involves foreground detection and moving region classification. In [3], at first, moving regions are extracted, then they are classified into single person, people in a group and other objects. In [4], a background model is computed to detect foreground regions in each frame. Each region is classified as either human or other object based on its shape and appearance. The overall performance of pedestrian detection depends on how accurately the foreground regions are detected.

Background subtraction [5, 6], optical flow [7, 8] and temporal differencing [9] are conventional approaches for moving region extraction. Background subtraction is a popular method in surveillance systems with single fixed camera. In order to detect moving objects, each incoming frame is compared with a background model learned from previous frames. The performance of background subtraction depends mainly on the background modeling.

One of the difficulties of background modeling is that the backgrounds are usually non-stationary. When a background subtraction technique is applied for a surveillance system which captures outdoor scenes, it detects not only the moving objects but also a lot of noise since it shows great sensitivity to small changes. These changes are caused by, for example, waving leaves, fluttering flags and ripple water. Furthermore, shadows [10] and sudden lighting changes [11, 12] could cause some limitation to background modeling.
Dealing with these problems, a number of methods have been proposed for background modeling which utilize different features and descriptors. Most background modeling methods are pixel-based and have the advantage of extracting detailed shapes of moving objects. However their drawback is that their segmentation results are sensitive to non-stationary scenes. In [3] each pixel is modeled during training phase by three values; its minimum and maximum intensity and the maximum intensity difference between consecutive frames. In order to obtain clean background images, a pixel-wise median filter over time is applied. In [13], Mixture of Gaussian, MoG, is proposed in color space which uses K Gaussian distributions with different means and standard deviations. In [14], intensity values are modeled by support vector regression. The algorithm presented in [15], segments foreground objects from dynamic textured background by using Kalman filter. In [16], a framework for Hidden Markov Model topology and parameter estimation was proposed. In [17] color and edge information are fused to detect foreground regions. In [18], each pixel is modeled as a group of adaptive Local Binary Pattern, LBP, histograms that are calculated over a circular region around the pixel. In [19], normalized coefficients of five orthogonal transforms (DCT, DFT, Haar, SVD and Hadamard) are utilized to detect moving regions.

In many applications such as surveillance systems, there is no need to detect the detailed shapes of moving objects. Recently some researchers used block-based methods instead of pixel-based. In these methods, each image is divided into either overlapping or non-overlapping blocks. Since each block monitors more global changes in the scene, these methods are more suitable for non-stationary scenes. Besides, these methods decrease the complexity. For example, for a 320×240 image, pixel-based methods make 76800 models for each image, whereas by dividing it into 8×8 blocks, only 1200 models are needed. In [20], a normalized vector distance is used as a measure for blocks correlation. In [21], edge and color histograms are used for modeling each block. In [22], texture of each block is modeled by LBP. In [23], contrast histogram for each block is used for background modeling. In [24], each N×N block is represented by an N²-dimensional vector which its elements are intensity values of the pixels in that block.

Our interest is to estimate the moving regions occupied by a pedestrian in video sequences. In this paper a new descriptor, called TED, is proposed, which models texture and edge information, simultaneously. TED is an 8-bit binary code. This small size is an important property from the implementation point of view. Similar to LBP, TED is based on intensity difference, hence robust against illumination changes. We use TED in a block-based approach; so it is more capable of dealing with non-stationary backgrounds. A preliminary version of this paper has appeared in [25].

The paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the texture description with Local Binary Pattern. Section III introduces our proposed Texture-Edge Descriptor. Section IV presents the experimental results and the performance evaluation. Conclusion and future work are given in Section V.

II. TEXTURE DESCRIPTION WITH LOCAL BINARY PATTERN

Local Binary Pattern, LBP, is vastly used for texture description and has good performance in texture classification [26], fabric defect detection [27] and moving region detection [18]. In this approach, texture feature assigned to a pixel is local feature which consider its neighboring pixels. The common version of LBP operator is defined as follows [26]:

\[
LBP(P_c) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} s(g_n - g_c)2^n
\]

\[
s(x) = \begin{cases} 
1 & x \geq 0 \\
0 & x < 0 
\end{cases}
\]

Where \(g_c\) is the intensity value of center pixel, \(P_c\) and \(g_n\) are the intensities of neighboring pixels. Basic LBP considers a 3×3 neighborhood as shown in Fig. 1 [28].

III. PROPOSED TEXTURE-EDGE DESCRIPTOR

LBP is a general texture descriptor. Having the advantages of LBP, we proposed a new descriptor customized for pedestrian detection. Our descriptor is developed using the fact that vertical edge is a significant feature of pedestrian image [29].

\[
LBP_{xy}(P_c) = LBP(x, y, \ldots, \text{last pixel})
\]

Fig. 1. (a) a 3×3 neighborhood of \(g_c\), (b) Their intensity values. (c) Binary number assigned to \(P_c\); start from top left pixel anticlockwise.

A. Proper neighborhood for pedestrian detection

The neighborhood of \(P_c\) for computing TED is considered in such a way that it includes not only texture but also vertical edge information. Human shape features more vertical edges than the background [29, 30]. Furthermore, vertical edges of pedestrian are short and fragmentary. The intensity profile over a typical row of pedestrian vertical edge shows some small-scale intensity variations in addition to the large-scale variation. To model large-scale intensity variation and disregard small-scale variations, we extend the neighborhood region horizontally as shown in Fig. 2. Where \(g_n\) is the intensity value of central pixel \(P_c\) and \(g_n = 1, \ldots, 16\) is the intensity value of neighboring pixels. Extension along horizontal direction lets us model vertical edges corresponding to the large-scale intensity variations. Small vertical neighborhood is because of the fact that vertical edges of pedestrian image are short and fragmentary. To make addressing neighboring pixels easier, the neighborhood is divided into four regions:
Upper Row, UR, Lower Row, LR, Right Column, RC, and Left Column, LC (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. UR, LR, RC and LC regions in a 3×7 rectangular neighborhood

These four regions represent texture of central pixel. Furthermore, the intensity values on LC and RC can represent vertical edges. If P<sub>c</sub> is an ideal vertical edge, the gray values of pixels on the RC (LC) together are bigger or smaller than g<sub>c</sub>. With respect to section II, the straightforward way of texture description over the rectangular neighborhood is LBP operator. But the downside is that the complexity increases exponentially with the number of neighboring pixels. Hence other solution has to be found.

B. TED code

The main disadvantage of LBP over a rectangular neighborhood is that the complexity increases exponentially with the number of bits, P. For more illustration, considering a neighborhood of size w × 1, the number of neighboring pixels is P = 2w + 2l - 4. For example in a 3×7 neighborhood, LBP returns a 16-bit binary number as shown in Fig. 3. So texture of each pixel can have 2<sup>16</sup> different values which is not applicable in real time applications.

![LBP binary codes](image)

(a) LBP3×7(P<sub>c</sub>)−1001100100100001

(b) Intensity values of a sample 3×7 neighborhood

To cope with this complexity while modeling texture and edge simultaneously, we propose an efficient descriptor called TED. As shown in Fig. 4, TED is an 8-bit binary code defined over binary representation of LBP. For simplicity, the rectangular neighborhood where TED is computed over it is named TED window.

![TED binary codes](image)

Fig. 4. 8-bit Texture-Edge binary code (TED code)

b<sub>0</sub> and b<sub>1</sub> stand for the texture of upper neighborhood of P<sub>c</sub> and are defined as:

\[
b_0 = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{UR1s} > (l - 1)/2 \\
0 & \text{UR1s} \leq (l - 1)/2 
\end{cases} \\
b_1 = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{UR1r} \geq (l - 1)/2 \\
0 & \text{UR1r} < (l - 1)/2 
\end{cases}
\]

(2)

Where UR1s indicates the number of ones in the upper row, UR; and UR1r denotes the number of transitions between 0 and 1 in the upper row. b<sub>3</sub> and b<sub>4</sub> describe texture of lower row neighborhood and are defined as follows:

\[
b_3 = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{LR1s} > (l - 1)/2 \\
0 & \text{LR1s} \leq (l - 1)/2 
\end{cases} \\
b_4 = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{LRT} \geq (l - 1)/2 \\
0 & \text{LRT} < (l - 1)/2 
\end{cases}
\]

(3)

Where LR1s and LRT are defined in a similar way as UR1s and UR1r, respectively. The remaining bits of TED code represent edge pixel, single point and flat area in addition to describing texture of P<sub>c</sub>.

\[
b_5 = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{RCT} = 0 \\
0 & \text{RCT} \neq 0 
\end{cases}
\]

(4)

\[
b_6 = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{LCT} = 0 \\
0 & \text{LCT} \neq 0 
\end{cases}
\]

(5)

Where RCT and LCT are the number of transitions between 0 and 1 in the right column, RC, and left column, LC, respectively. RC1s and LC1s are the number of ones in the right and left column, respectively. P is the number of neighborhood pixels. For more illustration see Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b₂</th>
<th>b₃</th>
<th>b₄</th>
<th>b₅</th>
<th>b₆</th>
<th>b₇</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Vertical edge pixel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Vertical edge pixel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Single point</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Single point or flat area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. binary values of b₂, b₃, b₄, b₅, b₆ and b₇ correspond to edge pixel, single point and flat area

The first two rows of Table 1 depict the case that pixels intensity on RC (LC) together are bigger or smaller than the intensity of P<sub>c</sub>; as a result, all binary values on RC (LC) return 1 or 0, respectively. In other words, this case leads to RCT=0 (LCT=0) or equally b₅ = 1 (b₆ = 1). The third and fourth rows show the case that P<sub>c</sub> is a single point or belongs to a flat area as shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5. a) a dark flat region b) a bright single point

For example in Fig. 5(a) UR1s=7, URT=0, LR1s=7, LRT=0, RCCs=3 and LCs=3. Considering equations (2) to (5), it results in TEDa=10101101. In a similar way, it is obvious that in Fig. 5(b) TEDb=01100100. Note that, in these two cases, although there is not any transition between 0 and 1 in the RC and LC, with respect to Table 1, P is not considered as edge pixel.

The main advantage of TED is that it always has eight bits independent of the TED window size. These bits include implicitly texture and edge information. We demonstrate the effectiveness of TED for pedestrian detection in a block-based approach introduced in the next section.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our descriptor on three indoor and outdoor real-world sequences from PETS data base [31]. As shown in the first column of Fig. 6. The first sequence, Seq. 1, is from PETS2001 which is an outdoor scene containing small moving objects and its resolution is 768×576. The second one, Seq. 2, is selected from PETS2002 which is an indoor sequence. This sequence is dynamic because of the reflection of light from the shop window and its resolution is 640×240. The other sequence, Seq. 3, is from PETS2006 which is an indoor sequence and its resolution is 768×576. Light reflection is the main problem with this sequence. Each frame of these sequences is divided into non-overlapped blocks. The size of blocks depends on the size of moving object. In PETS2001 and PETS2006, the block size is 8×16 and in PETS2002 is 16×24.

In this section, our proposed method is compared with the basic LBP described in Sec. II. We use the block-based foreground detection framework such as what is presented in [22] which is the earlier version of [18].

1) Block based foreground detection

Suppose that gray level images are divided into non-overlapping blocks. The history of each block is modeled by K adaptive weighted TED (LBP) histograms, \( \{q_1, q_2, ..., q_K\} \). The weight of the \( k \)th histogram is denoted as \( w_k \). Let \( \tilde{h} \) be the TED histogram of block B in the current frame.

Step 1) Distance between \( \tilde{h} \) and the \( k \)th histogram is measured using L1-distance as follows:

\[
D_k = \sum_{n=0}^{N} |\tilde{h}_n - \overline{q}_n| \quad k = 1, 2, ..., K
\]

Where \( h_n \) is the \( n \)th bin of \( \tilde{h} \). \( \overline{q}_n \) the is \( n \)th bin of \( k \)th histogram and N is the number of histogram bins.

Step 2) If the distance between \( \tilde{h} \) and at least one of the existing histograms is lower than threshold \( T_f \), block B is defined as background, otherwise it is considered as foreground.

Step 3) If block B is defined as background, the best matching histogram is adapted with \( \tilde{h} \) as follows:

\[
\overline{q}_k = \alpha \tilde{h} + (1-\alpha)\overline{q}_k \quad \alpha \in [0,1]
\]

Where \( \alpha \) is a user-settable learning rate. The weights of all model histograms are updated according to (8) and are normalized to ensure \( \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k = 1 \).

\[
w_k = (1-\beta)w_k + \beta M \quad \beta \in [0,1]
\]

Where \( \beta \) is another user-settable learning rate. M=1 is set for the best matching histogram and M=0 is set for the remaining histograms.

Step 4) If block B is defined as foreground, the histogram with the lowest weight is replaced with \( \tilde{h} \) and a low initial weight is given to the new histogram. In our experiments, a value of 0.01 was used. No further processing is required in this case.

Step 5) The model histograms are sorted in decreasing order according to their weights and the first B histograms are selected as background histograms.

\[
B = \arg \min_{b} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k > T_B \right)
\]

Where \( T_B \) is a user predefined threshold.

The number of model histograms, K, is in proportion to scene complexity. In non-stationary scenes a higher value of K is needed which is computationally expensive and uses more memory. In our experiments, Seq. 1 and Seq. 2, K parameter is 4 and \( T_B \) is 0.9 and in Seq. 3, K and \( T_B \) are 3 and 0.85, respectively. The learning rates \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are set as 0.01.
The bigger the learning rate, the faster the adaptation. The neighborhood size for computing TED is set experimentally. In our experiments, the proper neighborhood size is $3 \times 7$ for all three sequences.

As mentioned earlier, TED is an 8-bit binary code independent of the neighborhood size; while the number of LBP code bits is equal to $P$. So in order to have a fair comparison between these two descriptors, in our experiments, we compute LBP codes over a $3 \times 3$ neighborhood size so that $P=8$ (i.e., $\text{LBP}_{3 \times 3}$).

2) Evaluation

Original images, ground truth images and detected regions for two different methods are shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the results by using TED have higher true detected blocks and lower false detected blocks. We used numerical evaluations in addition to visual interpretations. Let $A_d$ be a detected region and $A_g$ be the corresponding ground truth. The similarity between $A_d$ and $A_g$ is defined as

$$S(A_d, A_g) = \frac{A_d \cap A_g}{A_d \cup A_g}$$

Where $S(A_d, A_g)$ lies between 0 and 1. If $A_d$ and $A_g$ are the same, $S(A_d, A_g)$ is 1, otherwise 0 if $A_d$ and $A_g$ have the least similarity.

Fig. 6 Detection results using $\text{LBP}_{3 \times 3}$ and TED$_{3 \times 7}$ for six frames from PETS database. From left to right, the first column is original image, the second column is ground truth, the third and fourth columns are detection results by $\text{LBP}_{3 \times 3}$ and TED$_{3 \times 7}$, respectively.
Fig. 7 S versus $T_i$ for LBP$_{3x3}$ and TED$_{3x7}$. a) Frame #361 of Seq. 1, b) Frame #231 of Seq. 2 c) Frame #2491 of Seq. 3

Fig. 8 FAR versus DR for LBP$_{3x3}$ and TED$_{3x7}$. a) Frame #361 of Seq. 1, b) Frame #231 of Seq. 2 c) Frame #2491 of Seq. 3

Table 2 Detection results for LBP$_{3x3}$ and our proposed method, TED$_{3x7}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DR</th>
<th>FAR</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>$T_i$</th>
<th>Block size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LBP$_{3x3}$</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TED$_{3x7}$</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP$_{3x3}$</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TED$_{3x7}$</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP$_{3x3}$</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TED$_{3x7}$</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Detection and false alarm rates are also used for evaluation. Suppose, TP is the number of detected blocks that correspond to moving objects, FP is the number of detected blocks that do not correspond to a moving object and FN is the number of moving blocks not detected. These parameters are combined to define Detection Rate, DR, and False Alarm Rate, FAR. The ground truths are marked manually.

$$DR = \frac{TP}{FN + TP}$$

$$FAR = \frac{FP}{FP + TP}$$

Fig. 7 shows the S parameter versus $T_i$ for LBP$_{3x3}$ and TED$_{3x7}$. It illustrates that the value of S for TED$_{3x7}$ is higher than LBP$_{3x3}$ for a wide range of $T_i$. In addition, the maximum S for TED$_{3x7}$ is higher than the LBP$_{3x3}$. It shows better performance of TED compared to LBP especially in PET2001 which is an outdoor sequence with dynamic scene. It confirms that our proposed method is more robust in dynamic scenes. Detection results given in Table 2 are provided by the value of $T_i$ which has maximum S obtained from Fig. 7. As is shown in Table 2, both DR and S for our proposed method, TED$_{3x7}$, are higher than LBP$_{3x3}$ and the FAR is lower. Fig. 8 shows FAR versus DR. It can be understood that for a constant DR, TED$_{3x7}$ has lower FAR than LBP$_{3x3}$.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK:

In this paper we proposed a novel Texture-Edge Descriptor for pedestrian detection in video sequences. The strengths of TED are as follows: 1) TED encodes texture and edge information simultaneously over a neighborhood. 2) The size of TED, in contrast to LBP,
is always 8 bits independent of the neighborhood size which is an important property from the implementation point of view. Therefore TED can model a larger neighborhood than LBP and gives better detection results. 3) Like LBP, TED is based on the intensity difference so it is robust against illumination changes.

Currently, each frame is divided into non-overlapping blocks. We plan to extend our work in order to extract features from overlapping blocks to increase the detection rate. In this paper we used gray images for pedestrian detection, while one can use color information to improve the detection rate.
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